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J was proud to wear my honors medallion at

commencement. It was a symbol of all that
I had accomplished and all the opportunities
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The llonors Prog1·a1n, an academic

track of excellence, challenges you

at
Nova Southeastern University

Mailman-Hollywood Building, Second Floor
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314-7796
Email: honors@nsu.nova.edu

wjth small, intensive courses, research

Telephone: (954) 262-8408
www.undergrad.nova.edu/ honors

Fax: (954) 262-3930

collaborations wnh faculty n1entors,
and outstanding opportunities outside
the classroom to hone your intellect.
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exceptional

educalio11al
opporl1.n1ity for

outs l anding students

As an honors student,1was eligible for an
additional study abroad scholarship

WHILE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
is known for its smaller class sizes and interactive

that helped me go to Greece. Because

environments, Honors Program classes are even more

NSU majors allow for a variety ofcourses,

selective-providing you with exclusive, unique, and

I could choose classes that really

challenging experiences in the classroom and beyond.

interested me.

As an undergraduate student, you wil] not find this
many exceptional educational opportunities anywhere
else. Once you take a closer look at what the NSU Honors

our Honors Students say it best\

Program has to offer, you'll want to be a part of the
honors experience.

We went canoeing in

the nearby Everglades. We

DON ROSENBLUM, PH.0.

spotted a few alligators
and learned that the 'teeth·

Dean, Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences

on sawgrass were once

because I experience things I can't get
from textbooks alone, and I was given
the opportunity to be a leader in class.

this small seminar; we asked him anything we
wanted. It was truly inspirational.

classes. I never would have

O
'

thought that my term

Request for Information

Last year; I took three Honors

l'

Wiesel, a Nobel Peace Prize winner,

Holocaust survivor; and acclaimed author in

used to cut hair

The Honors classes are more engaging than
my other classes. They are better for me

Twenty-five of us were chosen to meet Elie
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would include seminars
ranging from Chick Lit
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